
Poems that use Wordplay.



Writing a powerful poem is one thing. Writing a 
poem which makes full use of structure and 
skill,  to the point where you run the risk of 
readers not even being able to clock the 
wordplay, is something else. I think that the 
amount of careful and constructive thinking 
that goes into wordplay is a skill that is 
underappreciated and overlooked, hence why I 
have chosen to share the following poems. 



Its six lines each contain six 
words that together form a word 

square that can be read both 
horizontally and vertically: 

reading downwards, the first 
word of each line reads the 

same as the first line itself, the 
second word of each line 

reproduces the second line of 
the poem, and so on.

I often wondered when I cursed,

Often feared where I would be—

Wondered where she’d yield her 
love,

When I yield, so will she.

I would her will be pitied!

Cursed be love! She pitied me…

- Lewis Carroll



This sonnet is inspired by 
Leutze’s famous painting of the 

same name. It contains fourteen 
lines and follows a strict rhyme 

scheme. It’s certainly not the 
best poem ever written, and it 

flows oddly in places... the 
reason for this being that every 

single line is actually an 
anagram of the title. 

Washington Crossing the Delaware

A hard, howling, tossing water scene.
Strong tide was washing hero clean.
"How cold!" Weather stings as in anger.
O Silent night shows war ace danger!

The cold waters swashing on in rage.
Redcoats warn slow his hint engage.
When star general's action wish'd "Go!"
He saw his ragged continentals row.

Ah, he stands – sailor crew went going.
And so this general watches rowing.
He hastens – winter again grows cold.
A wet crew gain Hessian stronghold.

George can't lose war with's hands in;
He's astern – so go alight, crew, and win!

- David Shulman



Astonishingly, this calculation 
can be rendered perfectly as a 

limerick:

A dozen, a gross, and a score,
Plus 3 times the square root of 4,

Divided by 7,
Plus 5 times 11,

Is 9 squared, and not a bit more. 

A Dozen a Gross and a Score

((12 + 144 + 20) + (3 × √4)) ÷ 7 + 5 × 11 = 9² + 0

- Leigh Mercer



Whilst not technically a poem, 
this is an example of how 
important sounds are in 

understanding poetry, as you 
can only understand the 

meaning of these words when 
read aloud. I’ve also attached a 

link to a reading:

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=GgQNb8DM9mY 

Ladle Rat Rotten Hut

Wants pawn term, dare 
worsted ladle gull hoe lift 
wetter murder inner ladle 
cordage, honor itch offer lodge 
dock florist. Disk ladle gull 
orphan worry ladle cluck 
wetter putty ladle rat hut, an 
fur disk raisin pimple colder 
Ladle Rat Rotten Hut.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgQNb8DM9mY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgQNb8DM9mY


Carroll’s Jabberwocky is 
testament to our ability to 

translate nonsense words when 
given some context. Many poets, 

including Larkin, Duffy and 
Keats, use made up words, so it’s 
I think it’s helpful to remember 
that they can appear in Unseen 

poetry too, and that they allow 
room for creativity and analytic 

experimentation.  

Jabberwocky

’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
“Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that 
catch!
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!”

- Lewis Carroll


